WINDSOR AND BETTY BOSSI
HOW WINDSOR.AI AMPLIFIES AN ICONIC SWISS BUSINESS'S
MARKETING EFFORTS

BACKGROUND:
Betty Bossi is one of the most well-known
brands in Switzerland. For over sixty years, it
has been publishing countless cookbooks,
selling branded cooking supplies and food,
providing  numerous cooking classes, and
offering household-help services. It is a market
leader in Switzerland in those goods and
services categories. A significant part of Betty
Bossi sales occurs through online channels.
THEIR FOCUS:
Betty Bossi has many different marketing
channels. These include: several Google
AdWords campaigns, such as Branding,
Product, and Voice, as well as Facebook, email,
and print-based marketing channels.
The company wanted to move away from
last-click only attribution and biased double
attributions in advertising platforms. It also
sought data-driven insights into marketing
performance and customer journey, as well as
a proposal on marketing budget optimization.

Betty Bossi wanted an
agency-and-media-independent partner with
expertise  in data science and advertising
technologies. Something Windsor.AI could
provide.

THE PROBLEM:
Betty Bossi relies on many different marketing
channels, including online and offline. This
made a strong Return on Investment (ROI)
analysis contingent on integrating data from
all of these different campaigns to extract
multi-channel Cost Per Acquisition and ROI
insights.
As well, Betty Bossi needed to determine how
the different sections of its website contribute
to the customer journeys towards transactions.
For example, it was important for the company
to understand the value of the “Recipe”
section on the website in leading to sales.
THE SOLUTION:
Windsor.AI’s Attribution Insights solution
integrated the data from the various marketing
campaigns. The setup was very simple and
required no technical resources from Betty
Bossi. Then we used our preferred Markov
model to extract insights about the
effectiveness of all the customer journeys.
One important and surprising insight gained
from the analyses was that the AdWords
Branding campaigns turned out to be very
valuable in attracting customers who then
return over organic channels. This was not
visible using the standard, simplistic last-click
attribution models.
“It was very much a conversation between us
and Betty Bossi,” said Niklas Kolster, CEO at
Windsor.ai. “Yes, it was about data and
marketing but it was also about mutual
understanding and achieving common goals.”

